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India’s Joint Doctrine:
A Lost Opportunity

ABSTRACT
The Integrated Defence Staff released the first-ever public joint doctrine
for the Indian armed forces (JDIAF-2017) in April 2017. Absent a
publicly articulated national security strategy, the joint doctrine
presents important clues about what that strategy might be. This paper
examines JDIAF-2017 in conjunction with other Indian military
doctrines, public writings of leading Indian strategists, as well as foreign
military doctrines and strategies that influence Indian military
thinking. Opening with a comparison of Indian defence planning and
the American structure in order to tease out the broader role of the joint
doctrine in the Indian system, the paper proceeds to examine the
continental view of threats enunciated in JDIAF-2017, and connects it
to India’s recently-avowed proactive, limited-aims Pakistan strategy. A
consequence of this continental view of threats is an army-centric joint
doctrine that fails to pay sufficient attention to the role of the other two
services, and appears considerably influenced by the US Army’s Air Land
Battle doctrine. The paper explicates JDIAF-2017’s treatment of
nuclear issues and their relationship to conventional war, and deals with
the near-absence of force-projection and other issues in the joint
doctrine. The paper also discusses the Joint Training Doctrine of the
Indian Armed Forces that was published as a follow-up to JDIAF-2017.
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INTRODUCTION
The Integrated Defence Staff (IDS) of the Indian armed forces released
the joint doctrine for the Indian armed forces (JDIAF-2017) in April
2017. This was not the first such document, a classified version having
1
been circulated in 2006. It was, however, the first such extensive public
statement of India’s approach to joint warfare. Unlike some other
countries, India does not publish a national security strategy or defence
white paper that is made available for public scrutiny. Absent such a
document, a public joint doctrine for the armed forces is perhaps the
closest to an official articulation of Indian thinking on how various
instruments of force combine to meet national security objectives.
2
However, the joint doctrine has disappointed many. Scholars, former
practitioners, and other observers widely derided JDIAF-2017 as an
incoherent, poorly-edited, and lacklustre document, part of which even
appear to have been plagiarised from other sources. One former service
chief went as far as to call it “anodyne, farcical and premature”.3 The
most substantive criticism of JDIAF-2017 has focused on its “armycentric” approach, with very few substantive ideas around military
4
jointness and a narrow view of key external threats.
This paper highlights six key sets of problems with JDIAF-2017. The
rest of this introductory section describes key external and internal
security challenges that ought to have provided context to the doctrine.
In the next section, the paper examines JDIAF-2017 as an element in
the Indian national security planning process. It compares Indian
defence planning with the American structure to tease out the broader
role of the joint doctrine in the Indian system, and argues that the lack of
a codified national security strategy continues to hobble both jointness
and defence planning. The third section examines the continental view
of threats enunciated in JDIAF-2017. It argues that Pakistan looms
large in Indian defence thinking and connects the joint doctrine to

2
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India’s recently-avowed proactive, limited-aims strategy designed to
address a Pakistan-related contingency. The paper argues that JDIAF2017 has sent incomplete and conflicting signals regarding a putative
limited-aims strategy.
A consequence of a continental view of threats is an army-centric
joint doctrine that fails to pay sufficient attention to the role of the other
two services. This issue is reprised in the fourth section, along with an
examination of the role of US Army’s Air Land Battle doctrine in shaping
JDIAF-2017. Key areas of divergence between JDIAF-2017 and the Air
Land Battle doctrine are also highlighted in this section. Given that any
Pakistan-related military operation would be carried out under a nuclear
overhang, the fifth section examines JDIAF-2017’s treatment of
nuclear issues and their relationship to conventional war. In particular,
it teases out new and so-far unexamined issues that the joint doctrine
brings out vis-à-vis Indian nuclear command and control and force
posture. The sixth section deals with the near-absence of forceprojection issues in the joint doctrine, even though in November 2017,
the IDS released a follow-up Joint Training Doctrine that contains
interesting observations about force projection and interoperability
with friendly foreign countries. That document is examined in the
penultimate section. The paper closes with a summary of the issues
discussed in the paper.
JDIAF-2017 comes at a key moment in the evolution of India’s
strategic environment. Seventy years into independence, India’s
national security challenges remain as severe as ever. The long-running
insurgency in Indian-administered Kashmir worsened sharply in the
summer of 2016. Analysts frequently observe that the violence in the
Kashmir Valley in 2016 was comparable to the outbreak of the
insurgency in the region in the early 1990s. The year 2016 also saw a
series of attacks on Indian military installations in Kashmir and Punjab.
One such attack, in September 2016 in Uri, led the Indian Army to
ORF OCCASIONAL PAPER # 139
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launch publicly avowed cross-border raids – widely labelled “surgical
strikes” – against militants in Pakistan-administered Kashmir. Leftwing extremism continues to be a concern in the Indian heartland. In
April 2017, an attack by Maoist extremists killed 25 Indian paramilitary
5
personnel, the worst such attack in recent years.
The 2003 informal ceasefire between India and Pakistan has
continued to erode. In 2016 alone, there were as many as 449 incidents
of cross-border firing on the Line of Control (LoC), up from 152 the
previous year.6 In recent years, the India-China relationship has
considerably worsened with the emergence of multiple disputes. China
has blocked India’s membership in the Nuclear Suppliers Group,
repeatedly prevented the UN Security Council from sanctioning the
Pakistan-based terrorist Masood Azhar, and expanded its economic and
military footprint in Pakistan through the so-called China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor, including in India-claimed Gilgit-Baltistan. The
most serious confrontation between the two countries emerged in mid2017 when China tried to construct a road in the Doklam region claimed
by both Bhutan and China, close to the Siliguri Corridor (which is
strategically sensitive to India, owing to the access it gives India to the
Northeast through a narrow strip between Nepal, Bhutan, and
Bangladesh). This construction activity led to a tense two-and-half
month standoff between Indian and Chinese troops – the worst such
7
incident in almost three decades. China’s growing presence in the
Indian Ocean region, including a new military base in Djibouti, is a
further challenge for India.
In the face of these challenges, it is clear that Indian institutions
remain far from the inter-service integration that has become the norm
in many Western military powers. In a nod to the global trend towards
jointness, India established an Integrated Defence Staff (IDS) in
October 2001, as a staff for the relatively weak Chairman of the Chiefs of
8
Staff Committee (COSC). The IDS took the lead on the first joint
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doctrine of 2006, with over a half-dozen further, more specialised ones –
9
10
on subjects from amphibious operations to electronic warfare –
produced in the next several years. It is widely recognised that the IDS
“has little impact on how India formulates and implements its military
11
policies.” One former Indian officer concludes, with diplomatic
phrasing, that “a review of HQ IDS’s endeavours since 2001 would
indicate difficulties being experienced in forging jointness and
12
integration in planning processes and structures.” Another analyst, a
retired general, argues that the “headless” IDS “serves little purpose,”
largely because “all issues of any consequence are dealt with by the civil
13
officials of MoD.” Yet another view, expressed by a former senior
Indian Army officer, is that joint operations are essentially singleservice operations in phases, and that jointness is present at the tactical
14
level without a higher-level document or guidance driving it. During
the Modi government, early indications of interest in a post akin to that
of Chief of Defence Staff (CDS) have fizzled out, as so often it had in the
15
past. India has established a few other tri-service bodies, such as the
Defence Intelligence Agency, as well as joint commands, notably the
Andaman and Nicobar Command in 2001 and the nuclear-tasked
Strategic Forces Command in 2003. Yet these, like the IDS itself, “own”
no military assets, and are therefore institutionally weak in relation to
the individual services.16 Gen. Sundararajan Padmanabhan, army chief
17
from 2000–02, described the IDS sans CDS as “an exercise in futility.”
Gen. JJ Singh, army chief from 2005–07, has said Indian jointness is
still “in a state of transition from single-service entities”, with “a long
18
way to go on the road to further integration.” This is the broader
context to JDIAF-2017 which the rest of the paper will analyse in detail.
THE DOCTRINE-STRATEGY-PLANNING DISCONNECT
One of the longest-running debates in the Indian strategic community
has been around the need for a publicly articulated national security
strategy. Such a strategy, setting out key national-security objectives,
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would then steer military doctrines by providing political guidance on
the ends that military instruments should meet in war and peace.
Determining the use of these instruments would be the task of military
strategies of individual services as well as for the joint operations.
While there have been several unofficial and quasi-official
19
publications that have outlined a national security strategy for India,
practitioners and scholars have both observed that without a formal
document, defence planning – which includes the arms and platforms
that a country acquires (force structure) and how it deploys these (force
posture) – may lack the necessary strategic guidance, and is at risk of
20
proceeding on an ad-hoc basis. This is not to say that the Indian
government has neglected strategic concerns entirely. A note published
on the IDS website, authored by a then-serving officer of the Indian
Army, indicates that the body had forwarded a ‘Draft National Security
Strategy and Defence Planning Guidelines’ to the National Security
Advisor in 2008.21 A former foreign secretary and convenor of the
National Security Advisory Board (NSAB) also recently indicated that
the Indian government had contemplated drafting such a document in
22
the past.
JDIAF-2017 notes, rather cryptically: “Even though we have no
formally articulated National Security Policy and Strategy, it does not imply
that they do not exist or are not sufficiently understood [emphasis added]”
(p. 4). This formulation may well hint at the existence of a classified
national security strategy, or to less formal guidance that the Indian
military may occasionally receive from the prime minister’s office. It is
unclear from JDIAF-2017 how two other defence planning documents –
the Raksha Mantri’s [Defence Minister’s] Operational Directive and the
Long-Term Integrated Perspective Plan (LTIPP) – fit into a classified
national security strategy. The former is issued by the defence minister to
the services, while the latter is prepared by the services and coordinated by

6
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the IDS, which is institutionally weak. The former is essentially a political
document, while the latter is a military one.
One presumes, though evidence is scant, that the LTIPP is developed
23
on the basis of the Operational Directive by the HQ IDS. JDIAF-2017 is
sparse on details of the LTIPP, only noting that “[i]t charts the size and
shape of the Forces over that designated time period [15 years] based on
foreseeable strategic trends” (p. 48). The first LTIPP covers the 20122027 period and took 12 years to be drafted, after the need for such a
document was first proposed to the government by the Arun Singh
Committee, in the aftermath of the Kargil war, in 2000.24 The contents
of the LTIPP is not known even though a 2002 ‘Report on the First Year
of Existence of the IDS HQ’ by the Chief of IDS noted that “the LTIPP is
not intended to be a prescriptive document since it involves much larger
issues of national strategy, foreign policy, economic development and so on
[emphasis added].”25 It is unclear from open sources how much more
focused the document has become since its initial conception.
In assessing the joint doctrine and its relationship to broader
national security strategy, it may be useful to adopt a comparative
approach. US analysts have already noted the stylistic similarities
between JDIAF-2017 and the Doctrine for the Armed Forces of the
26
United States (JP-1). Given this similarity, it is worthwhile to examine
the role played by various national planning documents in the latter, to
identify what is missing from the former. JP-1 identifies three planning
documents that provide strategic guidance to the doctrine of the
American armed forces: (1) a national security strategy; (2) a national
defence strategy (until 2016 referred to as the Quadrennial Defence
27
Review or QDR); and (3) a national military strategy. Viewing strategy
as a way to connect ends and means through ways, (1) provides the ‘ends’
– the core ‘national priorities’ to be met through the use of (or threat of
use of) force; (2) provides the ‘ways’ through DoD guidance; and (3)
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28

provides the ‘means’ in the form of strategic direction to the military.
Implicit in this formulation is also the view that ‘national security’ as a
notion is more expansive than the notion of ‘national defence’. ‘National
military policy’ is the narrowest of the three constructs.
Ideally, the formulation of (1) should precede (2) which, in turn,
29
should precede (3). Taken together, the three form the core of US grand
strategy under each administration. The president – through a
Congressional mandate – is required to present a national security
strategy. The US Secretary of Defence signs off the national defence
strategy, while the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff is responsible
for the national military strategy. From these three documents follow
strategic planning documents which include a ‘unified command plan’,
‘guidance for employment of force’, ‘joint strategic capabilities plan’, as
well as ‘defence planning and programming guidance’ (DP/PG)
30
documents .
The analogue of this arrangement in the Indian system, were
something similar to be put in place, would be the following. The prime
minister and the Cabinet Committee on Security (CCS) would present a
national security strategy. The defence minister would be responsible
for a national defence strategy. Finally, the Chairman of the Chief of
Staff Committee (Chairman-COSC), in the absence of a long-awaited
chief of defence staff or equivalent, would be responsible for a national
military strategy. These would then inform, for example, LTIPP, which is
the (rough) Indian equivalent of the Pentagon’s Planning, Programming
and Budget Execution Process (PPBE) led by the DP/PG document, in
terms of the intention of both documents. (This analogue is
approximate since, among other things, LTIPP has a 15-year cycle while
the PPBE process has a five-year cycle.31 However, it still is an analogue
since, like PPBE, LTIPP serves as the guiding document for military
acquisitions.) From the LTIPP flows a “Technology Perspective &

8
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Capability Road Map,” a public document that is intended “to provide
the industry an overview of the direction in which the Armed Forces
intend to head in terms of capability over the next 15 years, which in
32
turn would drive the technology in the developmental process.”
The present workings of the Indian system remain unclear. The
Raksha Mantri’s Operational Directive has in the past been understood
to be issued by the defence minister, as its name would suggest. The
system of Operational Directives has been in place since the 1950s – a
legacy of the British Raj and its role in establishing independent India’s
33
Ministry of Defence – and prepared by the IDS since its creation in
2001.34 This would make it too narrow to serve as a national security
strategy, because it would have limited consideration of relevant factors
in the remit of other ministers and departments – such as nuclear
strategy, counterterrorism, and homeland security. However, JDIAF2017 notes two important things in page 41. One is that the Directive is
communicated “by the CCS” – which includes the prime minister as well
as ministers of defence, finance, home affairs, and external affairs –
rather than the defence minister or MoD alone. This indicates fairly
wide consultation and imprimatur. Second, JDIAF-2017 observes that
the Directive sets out “political end-states,” rather than defence
priorities alone. This implies that the Operational Directive may be
somewhat wider that the US’ erstwhile QDR. A fuller understanding of
the relationship between the Operational Directive, LTIPP, JDIAF2017, would require greater transparency by the government.
A CONTINENTAL VIEW OF THREATS
JDIAF-2017 takes an overwhelmingly continental view of external
threats. As the doctrine notes, “India’s threats primarily emanate from
the disputed land borders with our neighbours” (pp. 8-9). This view of
India’s environment is much narrower and more traditional in scope
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than the Indian Navy (IN) and Indian Air Force (IAF) doctrines that have
been released in the past. Notably, in identifying the LoC and Line of
Actual Control (LAC), de-facto borders with Pakistan and China,
respectively, JDIAF-2017 is the first time that those two countries have
been identified as key threats in an Indian military doctrine in such
35
specific terms, although even then not by name. One of the arguments
against the publication of a national security strategy in the past has
been that in order for such a document to have teeth, these two
countries would have to be explicitly identified as threats. By doing so,
India’s diplomatic efforts vis-à-vis China and Pakistan could be
36
hampered, former government officials have argued in private. The
document’s very publication might in itself be viewed as a signal.
While the doctrine is particularly sharp about the threats emanating
from Pakistan, especially at the sub-conventional level, it emphasises
the role of deterrence in meeting such challenges, as opposed to
compellence or coercion. This is evinced by the fact that ‘deterrence’ is
mentioned 24 times in the document, as opposed to ‘coercion’ that is
used eight times or ‘destruction’, six times. This indicates that strategic
restraint – defined in the Indian context as the “reticence in the use of
force as an instrument of state policy”37 – continues to shape Indian
strategic thinking. At a time when leading political voices in New Delhi
are calling for an end to the culture of restraint in how India deals with
Pakistan,38 and urging strategies of compellence39 in addressing the
challenge of state-sponsored terrorism, this continued emphasis on
deterrence is noteworthy and is, perhaps, due to cultural and
bureaucratic inertia. However, it remains difficult to square this
emphasis on deterrence with public pronouncements on the existence
of a proactive limited-aims strategy directed at Pakistan, ostensibly to
end that state’s support of terrorism on Indian soil.
JDIAF-2017 acknowledges that conventional options for military
counterterrorism against Pakistan are indeed limited, because of the

10
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risks of escalation, nuclear use, and international intercession.
Therefore, it seeks methods to exploit sub-conventional space as part of
India’s deterrence-through-punishment strategy. The doctrine notes,
“the response to terror provocations could be in form of ‘surgical strikes’
and these would be subsumed in the sub-conventional portion of the
spectrum of armed conflict” (p. 13). While India had indeed carried out
covert cross-border strikes in Pakistan-administered Kashmir in the
1990s and 2000s as a response to terror attacks and other
provocations,40 the publicly-avowed cross-LoC ‘surgical strikes’ of
September 29, 2016 signalled a new form of sub-conventional response.
The joint doctrine seeks to systematise such action, turning a largely adhoc response into a formal part of doctrine.41 However, it became clear
42
soon after the September 2016 strikes that, with terrorist attacks and
cross-LoC firing undiminished, the deterrent value of such small-scale
action in meeting sub-conventional threats from Pakistan is limited and
uncertain, with perhaps greater utility for assuaging domestic political
opinion than re-shaping Pakistan’s calculus.43
JDIAF-2017 does note the “possibility of sub-conventional [action]
escalating to a conventional level” depending on “multiple influences,
principally: politically-determined conflict aims; strategic conjuncture;
operational circumstance; international pressures and military
readiness” (p. 13). This statement follows immediately after the
enunciation of sub-conventional options such as ‘surgical strikes’,
indicating the authors’ awareness that strikes along the lines of the one
in September 2016 could indeed result in escalation to the conventional
level. But the reference to “politically-determined conflict aims” also
reflects the possibility that India may itself seek escalation as part of its
strategy.
This should be understood in the context of the evolution of India’s
counter-Pakistan conventional strategy. Between 1981 and 2004, India
pursued the so-called ‘Sundarji doctrine’ – a misnomer given that this
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was more a strategy (in the ends-means-ways sense) than a doctrine –
which envisioned deep strikes within Pakistan using three ‘strike’ corps,
perhaps to bisect Pakistan, while seven ‘pivot’ or ‘holding’ corps halted
44
Pakistani offensives and counter offensives. The strike corps would
enjoy close air support (CAS) from the IAF after it had established air
45
superiority over Pakistan. The Sundarji doctrine was as much about
deterrence-by-denial (the ‘dissuasive’ element stemming from a strong
defensive position based on the pivot corps that were stationed on the
India-Pakistan border) as much as deterrence-by-punishment (the
‘counteroffensive’ element being the strike corps).46
The limitations of the Sundarji doctrine became clear with two
developments: Pakistan’s testing of nuclear weapons in 1998, and the
slow mobilisation during Operation Parakram in 2001. Pakistan’s
nuclear redlines, as expressed by the then-head of Pakistan’s Strategic
Plans Division (SPD), Lt. Gen. Khalid Kidwai, has it that Pakistan will
use nuclear weapons first in the event that a large proportion of the
Pakistani war-fighting apparatus is destroyed – precisely a key objective
47
of the strike corps in the Sundarji doctrine. During Operation
Parakram – a massive mobilisation of the Indian army to the IndiaPakistan border in response to a terrorist attack on the Indian
parliament – the limitations of a planned offensive operation using
strike corps based in the interior of Indian territory quickly became
clear, with the unwieldy corps taking weeks to move to frontline
positions, giving time for the international community to mobilise.
The debate over whether or not Cold Start as a functional strategy
exists in Indian military planning was settled in January 2017 when the
Indian army chief Gen. Bipin Rawat publicly confirmed that “[t]he Cold
Start doctrine exists for conventional military operations.”48 From what
has been reconstructed by analysts using limited open-source
information, the Cold Start doctrine appears to envision a shallowthrust offensive into Pakistan to capture territory “that can be used in

12
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49

post-conflict negotiations to extract concessions from Islamabad.”
This offensive ingress is to be executed using a small number of division
sized ‘integrated battle groups’ within three to four days of political
50
clearance and mobilisation orders. Furthermore, proponents argue,
the limited aim of capturing a small sliver of Pakistani territory – in
contrast to bisecting that country – will guarantee that Pakistan’s
nuclear redlines are not crossed.51
JDIAF-2017 provides some evidence, though far from unequivocal,
that an offensive strategy akin to Cold Start exists in Indian warplanning, especially when read in conjunction with the classified second
part of the 2004 Indian Army doctrine. The Indian Army’s own doctrine
notes, in the context of offensive operations, the need to prepare
holding corps “to undertake offensive operations.”52 This meshes with
the case that the Army has focused on attaching armoured brigades to
each of the holding corps, turning them into ‘pivot’ corps, rather than
upending the longstanding operational concept: “the concept still calls
for I and II Corps to engage and destroy their counterparts in the
northern plains sector and for XXI Corps to execute a deep strike in the
53
desert sector.” The traditional role of strike corps, “either as battle
groups or as a whole” in “captur[ing] sizeable portions of [enemy]
territory” is also highlighted in JDIAF-2017.54 It notes that, “[i]n the
prevailing geo-political environment, some critical planning parameters
are maintaining a perennially high degree of operational preparedness
[and the] capability to mobilise swiftly for an early launch to rapidly achieve
tangible gains [emphasis added]” (p. 19). The doctrine also notes that
“[t]he character of future wars is likely to be ambiguous, uncertain,
short, swift, lethal, intense, precise, non-linear, unrestricted,
unpredictable and hybrid” (p. 10, emphasis added).
While the ‘short’, ‘swift’, ‘lethal’ and ‘precise’ nature of Cold Start as
envisioned can be noted without further comment, the ‘non-linear’
nature of Cold Start may stem from the fact that – as Walter Ladwig
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described it in 2007 – “[t]he eight battle groups would be prepared to
launch multiple strikes into Pakistan along different axes of advance
55
[emphasis added].” However, the doctrine elsewhere notes – in the
context of using special forces for surgical operations – that “[the]
possibility of a conventional war [i.e. a big conventional war] under a
nuclear over-hang is reced[ing] […] with attendant political and
international compulsions” (p. 49). It is difficult to square this
statement with the existence of a proactive offensive strategy like Cold
Start.
Assuming that a conventional limited-war strategy does indeed exist
in the books of Indian war-planners, one of the key parameters that
would determine its efficacy would be the extent to which it can be
jointly prosecuted by the Army and IAF. There have been persistent
questions over the degree of synergy of air and land power, with
continued tensions between the Army’s priority on CAS tailored to the
needs of ground forces and the IAF’s wider vision of theatre-wide
influence.56 The service-centric structure of India’s higher defence
management means that disputes over this and other questions are
often arbitrated in inefficient and messy ways, as what occurred in the
early stages of the Kargil war in 1999.57 There is also tension between
India’s civil-military norms and structures, which prioritise tight
escalation control, and the demands of a “short, swift, lethal, intense,
precise, non-linear, unrestricted, unpredictable” battlefield. Certainly,
large-scale air interdiction to “engage enemy surface targets, within and
outside the battlespace [emphasis added]” (p. 25) – as JDIAF-2017
suggests – sits uneasily with the goals of a limited-aims conventional
offensive strategy. But at the heart of the problem is that much of the airland joint operations that JDIAF-2017 envisions is drawn from US
Army’s Air Land Battle Doctrine of the early 1980s (adopted by NATO in
that period) which was emphatically not about a conventional limitedaims conflict alone (discussed in the next section).

14
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AN ARMY-CENTRIC DOCTRINE
In the absence of a coherent and forward-looking national security
strategy, JDIAF-2017 has adopted a continental view of threats by
default, focusing on Pakistan and, to some extent, China. The fact that
the Indian Army has long sought to establish itself as primus inter pares
among the three services is well known. At a public event on 6
September 2017, the current chief of army staff Gen. Bipin Rawat
openly called for maintaining the “supremacy” and “primacy” of the
Army in a joint services environment.58 The army-centric perspective of
JDIAF-2017 is evident in that the document, remarkably, does not
devote any space to discussing the role of the sole functioning tri-service
theatre command in the Indian military: the Andaman and Nicobar
Command, created in 2001, which is led by a naval officer. The Andaman
and Nicobar Command has been troubled in recent years, with reports
that the Navy had “reclaimed” leadership of the previously rotating
command.59 The publication of JDIAF-2017 was a prime opportunity to
counteract the trend in inter-service tension and inject a new spirit of
jointness into Indian thinking and institutions. This could have been
done by both taking a broad view of India’s security challenges beyond
its land borders and spelling out how extant tri-service bodies might be
strengthened from their weak state. JDIAF-2017 failed to do these.
From a continental view of external threats follows an army-centric
joint doctrine, which draws inspiration from a late-Cold War US Army
doctrine of AirLand Battle (ALB). ALB became the centrepiece of the
NATO defence strategy of ‘Follow-On Forces Attack’ (FOFA) in the mid1980s.60 ALB has historically been an inspiration for Indian strategic
planners since then. Both K Subhramanyam, a leading Indian civilian
strategist, and Gen. K Sundarji – in visualising a more proactive strategy
vis-à-vis Pakistan – were influenced by US Training and Doctrine
Command (TRADOC) FM 100-5 which presented ALB.61 One of the
reasons why ALB was an important inspiration for Indian planners was
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that it allowed India– in the words of a former Indian army officer – to
“outgrow the defensive rut.”62 Another prominent Indian strategist,
Gurmeet Kanwal, noted in 2008 that “[t]he concept of AirLand Battle
will become more relevant on the Indian subcontinent as RMA
[Revolution in Military Affairs] technologies gradually come to the
forefront.”63 Kanwal also argues that the lessons of Afghanistan and Iraq
show the importance of a “coordinated joint AirLand campaign” in
meeting the “military aims in a limited war [emphasis added].”64
ALB’s origin was in TRADOC’s “Active Defence” doctrine, as codified
in the first version of FM 100-5 in 1976, with a the-then revolutionary
observation that “[t]he Army cannot win the land battle without the Air
65
Force.” The doctrine was a shift to offense. It notes “offence is the
decisive form of war, the commander’s only means of attaining a
66
positive goal or of destroying an enemy force.” The second edition of
FM 100-5 (released in 1982) envisioned deep attacks into the second
echelons of the conventionally-superior Warsaw Pact forces with
offensive manoeuvres using mechanised forces and air support in the
form of close air support (CAS), battlefield air interdiction (BAI), and air
67
interdiction (AI). ALB is based on four doctrinal precepts: initiative,
depth, agility, and synchronisation,68 and has the following key features:
1. A Clausewiztian view which implies that a particular combat
element may have to relegate its own objectives to some higherpriority objective;69
2. An ‘operational level of war’ where operational planning sits
70
between strategy and tactics;
71

3. ‘Integrated battle’ which suggests a unified approach to warfare;
4. “Decentralized execution of mission-type orders,”72

5. “Extended battlefield,” where air support to land operations will
extend from CAS to BAI to AI.73
16
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The Indian army doctrine of 2004 and JDIAF-2017 incorporates all
of the above but with crucial differences in some cases. That the view of
war outlined in the JDIAF-2017 is Clausewitzian has already been noted
by others;74 the doctrine states the “use of military force is always
“political” in nature” (p. 11), channelling Clausewitz’s classic dictum.
As Skinner in his study of the ALB explains, if war is – following
Clausewitz – subordinate to meeting political objectives, “[t]his means
that efforts should be directed only to those areas that provide the
shortest route to the attainment of the [political] goal. Thus, a particular
combat element may have to sacrifice or postpone some of its objectives
to provide assistance in achieving a high-priority objective.”75 From this
view followed a more of a support role of the US Air Force for land
operations in ALB.76 The Indian army’s own doctrine comes close to
assigning a subordinate/supporting role to airpower, noting in its
‘Land-Air Operations’ section that while air operations will be planned
“jointly to obtain synergistic effect,” “all such air operations should
contribute towards achievement of overall military goal [emphasis
added].”77 It also notes that “[t]he objective of air operations will be to
degrade enemy’s air power and reduce its capability to interfere with the
operations of own land forces, deny enemy land forces the ability to
move unhindered, create an imbalance in his force disposition and
destroy or severely damage his surface communications and logistic
means.”78 This view of air power, as an ancillary to land operations, is
also emphasised in the section on ‘Air-Land Operations’ in JDIAF-2017
which assigns air power the role of engaging surface targets as well as
“destroy/degrade the adversaries’ air power so as to remove/minimise
any interference in operations by own land forces” (p. 27).
JDIAF-2017 explicitly includes the operational level of war, as an
intermediate level between the military-strategic and the tactical. The
operational level of war refers to actions that go beyond the engagement
of a single unit (say, an infantry company moving across a valley) but fall
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short of large-scale actions (for instance, the combined movement of
several corps across different commands). JDIAF-2017 describes this
level as that “at which campaigns are planned by Command HQs
[headquarters]/Corps HQs [headquarters] and the equivalent level
HQs [headquarters] in the Navy and the Air Force” (p. 12). For context,
79
the Indian Army has seven geographic commands, and 14 corps. This
definition of the operational level is consonant with ALB, which posits
that operational planning will be carried out at a higher level (corps and
80
beyond) of command. The corps was the “principal echelon” in ALB and
each was allocated a proportion of air assets in support of land
operations that the corps commander could utilise according to his or
81
her own discretion. No such arrangement exists between the Indian
army and air force for fixed wing assets. Indeed, the Kargil precedent
suggests quite the opposite.
JDIAF-2017 also notes the necessity of fighting “integrated theatre
battles” (p. 14), another concept borrowed from ALB where (despite not
being explicitly described as such in FM 100-5) ‘integrated battle’ is
understood to denote a concept of a “unified war with unified goals.”82 It
explains its understanding of this notion in a footnote: “Integrated
Theatre Battle is a battle where services participate in a single cohesive
format during war/conflict” (p. 62). But the notion of ‘integrated battle’
in ALB is more expansive and controversial: ‘integrated’ in that context
means (tactical) use of “all available assets, including nuclear, chemical,
83
and biological weapons [emphasis in original].” The Indian nuclear
doctrine as it stands commits to no-first use of nuclear weapons and
successive governments have emphasized that the Indian nuclear
84
arsenal has no battlefield purpose.
JDIAF-2017 states: “[o]ur [Indian armed forces’] C2 is underpinned
by a philosophy of centralised intent and decentralized execution” (p.
36). This could be read as an echo of ALB’s “decentralized execution of
mission-type orders.” The language also finds parallel with the US Air
18
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85

Force’s slogan of “centralized control and decentralized execution.” In
ALB, decentralisation implies the ability of local commanders to exploit
opportunities in their sectors as they see fit, independent of higher-level
guidance and control. JDIAF-2017, in contrast, seems to understand
this C2 philosophy to imply the ability of the three service command
headquarters (SCHQ) to plan operations independently within the
framework of resources and directives made available to them by the
service headquarters (SHQ) (p. 36). It, crucially, does not specify the
degree of freedom available to corps commanders, unlike ALB’ idea of
C2. It is possible that the Indian Army views the operational level of war
as the purview of the seven commands, in which case JDIAF-2017’s
observation (in pp. 12—13) that the operational level of war includes
planning at the corps headquarters level is contradicted.
The notion of an “extended battlefield”, in many ways, was a
controversial feature of the ALB doctrine which – when incorporated in
NATO’s FOFA doctrine – was met with considerable scepticism from
European member states because it incorporated the notion of a ‘deep
attack’.86 The extended battlefield in ALB is divided into ‘Close Battle’
area which extends from ‘forward line of own troops’ (FLOT) to the ‘fire
87
support coordination line’ (FSCL) and ‘Deep Battle’ area which starts
from the FSCL. CAS and limited BAI covers the Close Battle area,
directed by the army; BAI and AI covers the Deep Battle area, and is
under the direction of the air force; beyond the Deep Battle Area is the
88
strategic area which is under the purview of the air force alone. JDIAF2017 draws considerable inspiration from these notions. It notes, in the
section on ‘Air-Land Battle’, that “[t]he aim of Air-Land operations is to
seek and strike deep to degrade and destroy the adversary’s forces at
each stage of the battle” (p. 27). That the doctrine has an equivalent in
ALB’s ‘extended battlefield’ is made explicit by its claim that “speed and
reach of airpower will be utilized for rapid engagement of enemy surface
targets within and outside the battle space [emphasis added]” (p. 27).
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However, the key difference with ALB and the Indian conception of
Air-Land operations emerges in how the IAF conceives of control of air
assets in CAS, called ‘Battlefield Air Strikes’ (BAS) in the 2012 IAF
doctrine. According to that document, while the ground commander
will have a “key role” in determining where CAS/BAS is to be deployed, it
will be the air commander who will have “the final authority to decide on
the employment of air assets keeping the overall air situations in
mind.”89 Currently, BAS is the sole responsibility of the IAF given that
the Indian Army controls only rotary assets (Mi-35 helicopter gunships
as well as two squadrons of indigenously-developed ALH-WSI/HAL
Rudra). Indian Army aviators have described the IAF’s de-prioritisation
of BAS and express hope that once the IAF builds up its squadron
strength in the coming years, it will be able to dedicate air assets for CAS
alone.90 The air force’s hesitation to deploy part of its assets for CAS/BAS
is also accentuated by its observation that “limited air assets imply that
BAS should be employed primarily in critical operations and not
frittered always in penny packets.”91 In this regard, JDIAF-2017 once
again sits uneasily with the 2012 IAF doctrine.
UNCLEAR SIGNALS ON NUCLEAR WEAPONS COMMAND AND
CONTROL
JDIAF-2017 states that “[c]entral to our NSS [national security
strategy] is to maintain an effective conventional and nuclear deterrent
capability” (p. 4). Its description of India’s nuclear doctrine and posture
is largely orthodox, reaffirming “credible minimum deterrence” and
specifically “no first use” (p. 37), in the face of recent debates over
possible shifts in Indian nuclear thinking towards pre-emptive
counterforce.92 However, JDIAF-2017 does make three striking
assertions. At least one appears to have been the result of sloppy
drafting; if the others are intentional then they represent notable
shifts.
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First, the joint doctrine declares that: “chaired by the Prime
Minister, the [Political Council] is the only body empowered to take a
decision on nuclear issues while the ultimate decision to authorize the use
of nuclear weapons rests solely with the prime minister [emphasis added]”
(p. 37). This phrasing is a considerable sharpening of the CCS’ public
statement in 2003 reviewing the operationalisation of India’s nuclear
doctrine that year, which noted: “The Political Council is chaired by the
Prime Minister. It is the sole body which can authorize the use of nuclear
93
weapons.” In this regard, the 2003 doctrine represented a return to the
draft doctrine of 1999, which stated that “[t]he authority to release
nuclear weapons for use resides in the person of the Prime Minister of
India, or the designated successor(s).”94 In other words, JDIAF-2017
implies a diminution in the role of the Political Council – whose
composition is unknown, but presumably includes other cabinet
ministers who form part of the CCS– from authorisation of nuclear use
to decision-making on “nuclear issues.” One presumes that these
unspecified issues, short of nuclear use, would largely pertain to
readiness and preparedness, e.g., alerting of nuclear-capable aircraft,
dispersal of delivery systems, mating of warheads and missiles, and
launch of nuclear-armed submarine sorties.
Second, the originally circulated version of JDIAF-201795 noted, in
the context of nuclear command and control (C2): “The defining issue
for Nuclear C2 is to maintain a credible deterrence […]” (p. 37). The
dropping of the qualification ‘minimum’ initially appeared significant,
although some analysts argued, perhaps reasonably, that the sentence’s
scope – C2, rather than the doctrine as a whole – explained the
96
wording. Nevertheless, when Pakistan announced a test of its shortrange ballistic missile NASR – widely seen as a tactical nuclear weapon –
in July 2017, it echoed the phrase “credible deterrence,” also without the
moderating word “minimum.” However, the version of JDIAF-2017
later published on the website of the IDS changed the wording back to
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the traditional “credible minimum deterrence.” This implies that the
original omission was indeed accidental – a truly remarkable example of
poor drafting, and one with potentially serious consequences in terms
of shaping adversaries’ perceptions of India’s nuclear arsenal.
Third, the joint doctrine states: “The tri-service SFC [(Strategic
Forces Command)] […] controls all of India’s nuclear warheads and
delivery systems” (p. 37). Despite indications that India was beginning
to keep a small portion of forces on higher readiness, it was widely held
that the various components of India’s nuclear warheads were still held
by different agencies, consistent with the posture of maintaining a
97
securely de-mated arsenal. In 2012, Vice Admiral (retired) Verghese
Koithara explained: “[t]he control system in place in India relies fairly
heavily on divided custody where bombs and warheads are kept separate
from delivery systems. The former are kept in places controlled by DAE
and DRDO, while aircraft will be in air force bases and missiles in army
98
controlled locations.” In 2014, Rear Admiral Raja Menon wrote that “in
the guise of safety, India’s nuclear weapons are not only ‘de-mated’ and
the core and ignition devices separated from the warhead, but the
separate components are under different departmental control”.99 In
2015, Manoj Joshi, a former member of the NSAB, wrote that “nuclear
warheads and delivery vehicles are reportedly kept de-mated in the
control of the Defence Research and Development Organisation
(DRDO) and the Department of Atomic Energy (DAE), while the
Strategic Forces Command (SFC) handles the delivery system.”100 In
2016, Gaurav Kampani, a scholar with expertise in Indian nuclear policy,
wrote, “[a]s things stand now, two civilian entities, the Bhabha Atomic
Research Centre and the DRDO, have custody of the fissile cores and
101
non-fissile trigger assemblies.” The JDIAF-2017 raises an interesting
possibility that various components of India’s nuclear arsenal are now
under unitary SFC control; further research is needed to substantiate
this one way or the other.
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If the joint doctrine indeed accurately reflects India’s thinking on
nuclear command and control, our understanding of Indian nuclear
posture would need to be substantially revised. Delivery systems like
dual-use aircrafts and naval assets capable of delivering nuclear
weapons – such as the newly commissioned INS Arihant – were earlier
102
believed to be in the sole custody of the respective service. It is unclear
whether JDIAF-2017 is suggesting that the custody of such delivery
103
platforms have indeed been passed over to the SFC.
Finally, despite the joint doctrine’s acknowledgement of the way in
which the “nuclear overhang” complicates “the possibility of
conventional war,” it devotes surprisingly little space to the problems
that flow from this. For one, there is no mention of the doctrinal aspects
of warfare in a chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear (CBRN)
environment, nor of coordination between conventional and nuclear
forces, and implications for escalation control and therefore civil104
military relations. One potential scenario, pertaining to inadvertent
escalation, highlights the importance of coordination between
conventional and nuclear forces. At a recent public event, the current
IAF chief declared that the Air Force was capable of striking Pakistan’s
tactical nuclear weapons.105 Experts have long argued that Pakistani
warheads may not be ‘one-point safe’— meaning that a conventional
attack on them, whether unintended or deliberate, could cause a yield
event and, therefore, nuclear first-use of sorts by India.106 The IAF has
viewed the targeting of potentially nuclear-tasked missile batteries as
essentially tactical operations – in effect sanctioning ersatz nuclear
missions that can be carried out without higher strategic/political
clearance, even though such conventional operations carry the risk of
nuclear retaliation from Pakistan.107
In fact, part of the doctrine appears outright incompatible with
these demands. “Our C2 is underpinned by a philosophy of centralised
intent and decentralized execution” (p. 36) it argues, later explaining
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that “it would always be essential for the civilian authority, in
consultation with military (as part of decision making process) to decide
the Military Objective and then leave it to the military professionals to
decide upon the best way of achieving the objective” (p. 60). This is
effectively a rebuke to Indian political leaders, because in past conflicts
they have emphatically not been content to “leave it to the military
professionals.” This was evident in the restriction on crossing the LoC in
Kargil in 1999, and it will likely be true in future conflicts where
escalation control will be a paramount political concern.
FORCE PROJECTION: A DISTANT DREAM?
The joint doctrine’s Army-centric perspective is once more evident in its
treatment of force projection, or out-of-area operations beyond India’s
traditional military frontiers with Pakistan and China. Jointness –
notionally the whole point of a joint doctrine – is especially important to
force projection, because the typically longer reach of seapower and
airpower for transport and combat purposes dilutes the traditionally
predominant role of armies in territorial defence, and places a premium
on inter-service cooperation.108 India’s own history with force
projection, whether against Sri Lanka in the 1980s or the minor,
109
abortive Lal Dora operation in Mauritius in 1983, makes this clear.
Indeed, JDIAF-2017 itself notes “India has to be prepared to influence
the world with its geography and all elements of National Power” (p. 7).
Reflecting this, force projection has been a modest but increasingly
important part of the Indian Navy and IAF doctrines in recent years. The
navy has released various reviews, doctrines, and strategies through the
1990s, 2000s, and 2010s.110 The most recent of these was a Maritime
Security Strategy in 2015. These documents set out the service’s
emphasis on power projection in important ways that differed from
earlier, pre-1990s statements of Indian naval thinking. The 2009
doctrine, for instance, listed “power projection” and “expeditionary ops”
24
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as sixth and seventh on a list of core missions, directly below “sea
111
control,” “sea denial” and “blockade.” Equally importantly, successive
navy chiefs have stressed the importance of blue-water reach and
112
“longevity in distant theatres.”
Similar concepts have appeared in air force thinking. The IAF’s 2007
doctrine – presumably informed by the US and Allied examples during
Kosovo, Afghanistan and Iraq – emphasised “potent strategic reach” and
signalled a clear intention to become an “expeditionary force” and
113
“global player.” Senior, serving IAF officers, acknowledging the force’s
“tactically oriented” history, began exhorting further investment in a
“credible strategic aerial-intervention capability.”114 In 2009, the former
commander of the IAF’s Western Command, Air Marshal VK Bhatia,
described the service’s “growing aspirations to transform itself from a
mere sub- continental tactical force to an intercontinental strategic
aerospace power in conformity with other leading air forces in the
world.” 115 In 2012, the IAF released an unclassified Basic Doctrine. This
stated that the IAF’s vision was to “enable force projection within India’s
strategic area of influence,” a large territorial area extending well
beyond India’s borders.116 The doctrine emphasised the role of aerial
refuelling and AWACS in permitting “long range strikes without the
need to stage through airfields,” but also noted that “the IAF will be
required to […] if possible, operate from air bases in our
neighbourhood.”
These aspirations for naval and airpower, and the implications for
India’s way of war, are weakly reflected in JDIAF-2017. The doctrine
acknowledges “the need to address consequences of instability and
volatility in parts of our extended and immediate neighbourhood” (p. 7),
and there is a nod to concerns over the “presence and role of external
actors in the [Indian Ocean Region]” (p. 9). But the discussion of lowintensity warfare occur entirely in the context of domestic insurgencies
(p. 20), despite the fact that India’s armed forces were ordered to explore
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seriously the possibility of a major overseas deployment, in Iraq, in
recent history.117
The doctrine’s section on airpower is similarly partial. This paperhas
already explored the ancillary role assigned to airpower in Section 4. A
similar tendency is evident in the independent section on airpower. It
includes the stark claim that air campaigns “will be to deter, contain or
defeat the enemy’s air power” (p. 25). Although the doctrine does then
proceed – confusingly – to list other types of missions, against tactical
and strategic surface targets, the inadvertent implication is that socalled “counter air” missions are the priority. Discussions of precision
strike are largely in a theatre or regional context, rather than the much
more ambitious vision of the IAF itself. Strategic air power is
downplayed altogether.
More importantly than any of this, however, is that the doctrine
simply does not grapple with many of the broader, doctrine-relevant
challenges that India would face in projection power within the beyond
the region. At least two areas come to mind in this respect. One is the
growing importance of anti-access/area denial (A2/AD) capabilities,
which are proliferating and growing in reach. These change the way in
which all forces need to think about theatre entry, particularly in out-ofarea operations where force is being projected from less well-defended
bases or platforms outside of one’s own defended territory. Similarly,
the joint doctrine is also silent about A2/AD capabilities that India may
itself develop. Another lacuna is the role of multinational coalitions.
While Indian planners rightly assume they are likely to have to fight
alone against their major state adversaries, the expanding scope of
Indian joint exercises with partner nations – notably the United States,
but also other Asian powers – also points to the possible importance of
international military cooperation against a wide range of state and
non-state threats in the future. While the joint doctrine recognises the
value of “defence partnerships”, including “operating standards” (p. 21),
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it has little to say on the doctrinal implications of this. A subsequent
joint training doctrine of the IDS sheds more light into these issues.
TRAINING AT HOME AND ABROAD
In November 2017, the IDS HQ released a Joint Training Doctrine
118
(hereon, JTD-2017) which, the authors claim, flows from JDIAF-2017.
Despite similar stylistic issues between the two including inexplicable
use of capitalisation and punctuation that suggests little ‘production
quality control’, the JTD-2017 has several observations that are
significant. Joint training is an important part of inter-services
integration, a key prerequisite for jointness according to a retired senior
119
Indian Army officer. JTD-2017 provides guidance for greater
‘horizontal’ as well as ‘vertical’ interoperability through joint training.
The latter pertains to joint training between the Indian armed forces and
is anodyne in JTD-2017. The former refers to joint training with
‘friendly foreign countries’ (FFCs) and is more noteworthy in their
implications.
In fact, JTD-2017 – unlike JDIAF-2017 – presents a much more
forward-looking view of India’s global role and security challenges
beyond the immediate continental ones. It notes: “[…] as a responsible
world leader, India would need to meet its international obligation of
supporting other Nations, whenever such assistance is sought and
decided/directed by the Political leadership. These efforts mandate an
“Integrated application of National Power’’ even far away from our
shores, if so warranted/directed” (p. 1). It also notes – as one of the
objectives for joint training –the need to develop bilateral relations with
FFCs “especially in the neighbourhood” (p. 7). Coming in the heels of the
Doklam standoff, this is notable.
JTD-2017 also acknowledges the need for intelligence sharing with
FFCs to enhance interoperability (p. 37). But a basic requirement for
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greater intelligence sharing between India and the US (which certainly
qualifies as one) for purposes larger than basic maritime domain
awareness is the pending “Communications and Information Security
Memorandum of A g reement (C I SMOA).” C I SMOA – or
“Communications Compatibility and Security Agreement”
(COMCASA), as the agreement is now known – is the third of the four
key foundational agreements for military cooperation between the two
countries.120 Without CISMOA/COMCASA and India’s ability to
interface with the US CENTRIXS system, classified intelligence sharing
between the two countries will be limited. It is unclear whether JTD2017 was the IDS’s way of highlighting the importance of
CISMOA/COMCASA and relegating the final decision to ink the same to
the political leadership.
JTD-2017 notes: “Joint training abroad has dual objectives of
developing international military co-operation as well as to derive
learning from best practices in vogue in other Militaries” (p. 40) and also
the need for “[t]raining of defence personnel (including those from
Friendly Foreign Countries) for an all round and balanced development in
basic, tactical/operational, joint planning and organisational aspects etc
[…] [emphasis added]” (p. 15). This is striking given that the “best
practices” JDIAF-2017 draws on is a US Army Doctrine of late Cold-War
vintage (see section 4) and not, say, the AirSea Battle doctrine which in
its A2/AD focus is more relevant to naval force projection. A further
comment is that joint planning with FFCs (especially for out-of-area
contingencies) remain a distant dream absent political guidance on
what to plan for to begin with – which brings us back to the need for a
national security strategy (see section 2).
Buried in the JTD-2017 is an extremely important statement that
portends well – if implemented – for future joint operations between
India and FFCs. In page 41, it notes: “The scope of [joint] exercises [with
FFCs] includes professional interactions, establishment of Joint Command
28
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and Control structures, training in Counter Insurgency/ Terrorism in a
multi-national scenario in Joint bi-tri Services environment [emphasis
added].” In a recent paper, Gurpreet Khurana, a leading Indian naval
strategist, argues that one of the main areas of divergence between India
and the US in the maritime domain is the issue of command-and-control
(C2). India has, Khurana argues, a long-standing policy of following a
“coordinated” approach to C2 than a “joint” one except for operations
under the UN mandate.121 The difference between the two is that in a
coordinated approach to C2 in multinational operations, national C2 is
retained while in a joint approach it is not. This issue has come to fore
once again with the revival of the US-Australia-Japan-India
quadrilateral initiative in November 2017. According to JTD-2017, India
could indeed establish joint C2 for certain operations and thereby greatly
enhance interoperability with FFCs.
CONCLUSION
Beyond the substantial issues highlighted in the previous sections,
smaller problems pervade JDIAF-2017 which suggest little interministerial control over the final product. On two occasions, it uses a
plural over the singular which suggest that the Ministry of External
Affairs (MEA) might not have been consulted before releasing JDIAF2017. In page 7, the document remarks on the “increasing assertiveness
by emerging powers [emphasis added].” It is unclear who the other
“powers” are who are asserting themselves in the international system,
beyond China. Could it be that JDIAF-2017 is also noting Russian
intransigence in Ukraine and elsewhere? In that event, it is unlikely that
the MEA would have green-lighted such an assertion. Elsewhere, in page
9, it notes: “challenges [that] are exacerbated by several countries vying to
acquire Weapons of Mass Destruction [emphasis added].” Is the
implication that beyond North Korea, Iran – the only other
contemporary power with a recent, albeit halted, interest in nuclear
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weapons – is also a challenge for India’s security environment? Again, it
seems unlikely that the MEA would have approved of such an assertion
in a public document that is sure to have been scrutinised in great detail
in many capitals around the world, including Tehran. Other analysts
have already noted the poor formatting and careless proofreading,
leaving the document replete with punctuation and syntax errors and
rendering it an air of hasty, amateurish work.
In the absence of a published national security strategy, a publicly
released joint doctrine of the Indian Armed Forces could have been a key
document in shaping Indian national security strategy, taking into
account the pronounced shifts in India’s external security environment
over the past several years. It might have addressed the continued drift
in India’s progress towards true jointness, after a period in which
reforms to higher defence structures have been minimal, tri-service
bodies remain weak, and services openly wage turf wars. In a period of
heightened tension with India’s main state adversaries, China and
Pakistan, it might also have reassured India’s citizens and partners that
the armed forces’ leadership was united in the task of developing India’s
military instruments in a coherent and joined-up fashion. Alas, the
doctrine failed in these aims.
This paper has examined the key ideas in JDIAF-2017. It has put the
doctrine in the context of India’s wider national security planning
apparatus, noting that the document’s relationship to the Raksha
Mantri’s Operational Directive, the LTIPP, and other statements of
strategy and planning remains unclear. It has also considered an
imperfect analogy between the Indian and American defence planning
process, highlighting the missing dimensions in India. The paper
examined the heavily continental view of threats laid out in the joint
doctrine and its relationship to the proactive offensive strategy, or
strategies, labelled Cold Start. It observed that JDIAF-2017 was an
army-centric joint doctrine that has little to say about how the other
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three services may play a larger role in meeting India’s external security
challenges. In particular, this paper has explored parallels between the
precepts enunciated in JDIAF-2017 and the US Army’s AirLand Battle
Doctrine first enunciated in the early 1980s and adopted by NATO.
While JDIAF-2017 reaffirmed the orthodox tenets of India’s nuclear
doctrine – no-first-use and credible minimum deterrence – whether
through accident or design, it may also have indicated some previously
unknown aspects about India’s nuclear command and control structure,
while remaining unfortunately silent on the larger and important
question of the conventional-nuclear interface in wartime. The paper
touched on the limited treatment of force projection, despite the
increasing importance of the concept in navy and air force documents
over the past decade. Finally, it also discussed the Joint Training
Doctrine that was released by the IDS in November 2017 which is more
forward-looking in terms of its strategic outlook.
In short, JDIAF-2017 is a lost opportunity. The next iteration of this
doctrine must address the range of issues highlighted in this paper and
the future iterations of service doctrines should use the guidance in the
joint doctrine appropriately.
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